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You can also securely store your medication in a Hero dispenser (shown above)
in your home, work, or car, then access them in the app. You are able to track

and refill your medications with the Hero App on your phone without ever
having to come into the hospital. The dispenser can also be used to monitor
your condition, and sends the data to our secure cloud server. The Hero not

only protects your medication, but also holds your data. That’s where the Hero
app comes in. It’s what you use to track your medication, monitor your

condition and set up treatments. There are two ways you can get the Hero App:
to visit gethero.com to download the Hero app, or to get a free Hero starter
pack: a Hero dispenser and a 30-day trial subscription to the Hero App. Plus
you get the choice of two unique flavors of Hero Medication. We also have a

free demo video to get you started.” Metahero deserves a lot of love and
attention. I have a lot of respect for all of the Metahero team, they really make

work and business great! The technology, the interesting concepts and
everything points to a potential really exciting project that I’m really excited
about. Just like with the MedMinder device, Metahero gives users complete

peace of mind without ever leaving the house. Users simply buy a Hero
dispenser online, install the medication management app on their phone, and
set a schedule to refill their medication on a daily basis. It truly makes your
medication much easier to manage and your healthcare more organized.

Metahero runs using the vision ecosystem. The ecosystem is comprised of i.e.,
a decentralised, blockchain powered inventory, public and private key system,

tokens, smart contract on Ethereum and other Ethereum tokens, smart
contract on Hyperledger and other blockchain networks,
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the heroes for hire program provides service dogs and other highly skilled
canines to america's heroes. funds donated to a specific dog may be utilized to
support general program needs. copyright 2020 via institute on disability and
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rehabilitation the heroes for hire program provides service dogs and other
highly skilled canines to america's heroes. funds donated to a specific dog may

be utilized to support general program needs. copyright 2020via institute on
disability and rehabilitation the heroes for hire program provides service dogs

and other highly skilled canines to america's heroes. funds donated to a
specific dog may be utilized to support general program needs. copyright 2020

via institute on disability and rehabilitation the hero smart dispenser is a
brilliant hipaa-compliant piece of hardware that helps prevent users from

missing doses. we've created the first end-to-end medication management
service that includes the dispenser, medication management app, and access
to automatic refills with free delivery. similar devices with subscription models

like philips ($60 a month) and medminder ($50 a month), are significantly more
expensive and provide fewer features. other options available to buy outright
like livi ($979) and medacube ($1299), are also costly to purchase and do not

include a mobile app that allows users to interface with the hero as the primary
user or remotely as a caregiver. the subscription model allows us to offer hero
to as many users as possible at an affordable monthly price. your subscription

also includes our unlimited warranty and access to 24/7 live support for the
duration of your hero subscription term! read more.. 5ec8ef588b
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